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Resolution: Threats from China and Aatmanirbhar Bharat
Annexure-A
Pandemic and Chinese conflict have created an opportunities to make India self-reliant.
There were intensive and extensive relations between India and China. It was based on
civilisation understanding and Asian values. The Wuhan and Mahaballipuram meetings
displayed this bonding. Unfortunately China understood Indian friendship as a compulsion
and created conflicting conditions in Eastern Ladhakh. Gradually situations turned ugly. India
decided to act decisively. Many Chinese products and apps were banned. But banning
Chinese products were challenge for India. Indian Prime Minister took this challenge as an
opportunity. The Prime Minister has said time again it is high time to shift from importer of
goods to exporter. India has all the avenues and resources to do so. A strong, confident and

“Aatmanirbhar”(self-reliant) Bharat is essential not just for itself, but for the sake of
larger global good, Prime Minister NarendraModi said. The PM outlined the contours of this
new self-reliant India across all spheres — education, health, agriculture, manufacturing,
infrastructure, trade, defence, foreign policy, environment, digital connectivity; for all
segments of society — the poor, the middle class, women, young, entrepreneurs, labour;
and in all regions — from Kashmir to the North-east, from urban to rural areas. ―How long
will we keep selling raw materials and buying finished products? How long will this game
continue?‖ he asked. It was time to reduce imports, enhance India’s own products, go vocal
for local, innovate, and not just ―make in India‖ but ―make for the world‖, the PM said.
But undertaking this huge challenge we need to change the mindset of the people of India.
Earlier regimes have branded western products from garments to knowledge. It had clipped
the indigenous talents and ideas. Now things must change. The New National Education
Policy as a framework that would make Indian students both rooted in their own setting as
well as equipped to become global citizens. It will help set the ball rolling.
First steps to prepare for Mission

Aatmanirbhar Bharat–

One, laws, rules, and

procedures are to be further modified and tweaked to drastically reduce the number of
approvals and number of taxations. Two, the layers of approvals is required to go. One nodal
dept with one senior official has to own a particular type of applicants and ensure all

approvals and compliances from all respective depts. The mission, however, would need lot
of initiation, monitoring and command. The entire machinery including that of states would
have to have the unison efforts with a passionate commitment to the cause. Every citizen
has to realise this challenge and help the government create new opportunities. It would
prove a game changer. The largest young populace of the world could convert India to a
leading global power house of manufacturer.

Therefore, we the people of Bharat solemnly uphold to create a
self-reliant Bharat which will change the landscape of development
in coming years. We also resolve to connect the people in making it
hugely successful exercise in rescinding foreign goods and
adopting the concept from local to global.

